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ADVANCED BOAT CARE PRODUCTS 
Marine Grade Mold & Mildew Eliminator
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Tea Tree Power™ mold, mildew and odor eliminator is a non-toxic and bio-degradable air cleaner formulated 
especially for marine use.  Blended using 100% Australian Tea Tree Oil, it maintains healthy air quality and 
leaves a subtle, naturally clean scent throughout the boat. Not just a cover-up fragrance, Tea Tree Power™ 
uses Australian Tea Tree oil to attack and degrade airborne spores while penetrating porous boat surfaces to 
eliminate the odor source.  

Available in either Gel or Spray form, the long-lasting Gel provides continuous odor control, plus mold & 
mildew removal for up to 3-months by simply opening and placing where needed.  Tea Tree Power™ Spray is 
an aerosol free 8oz pump bottle ideal for immediate odor control and mold & mildew cleanup. 

Forespar’s new family of three specifically formulated synthetic lubricants 
designed for  various uses around your boat. Each contains PTFE for it’s anti 
adhesion properties and they work equally well in fresh or salt water. The 
family includes MareLube™ TEF 45™ for wet high-load locations, MareLube™ 
EXTRA for general purpose lubrication needs, and 
MareLube™ Valve for marine valves and plumbing systems. 

Marine Grade Lubrication

Max PTFE TEF45 Lubricants
TEF45 4 oz   #770067
TEF45 16 oz   #770068
TEF45 Syringe Pack 6cc  #770065

TEF45 Syringe Pack 30cc  #770066
TEF 45 Caulk Tube - 12 oz  #770170
TEF 45 - 8 lbs Pail   #770171
TEF 45 - 40 lbs Bucket  #770172

TeaTree Power
Gel Jar 2 oz  #770201
Gel Jar 4 oz  #770202
Gel Jar 8 oz  #770203
Gel Jar 16 oz  #770204

Spray 8 oz   #770207
Refill Pouch 22 oz  #770205
Refill Pouch 44 oz  #770206

Valve & General Purpose Lubricants
Valve Lubricant Liquid - 16oz  #770055
Valve Lubricant - 4oz  #770050
Extra - 4oz   #770056



Valve Lubricant
MareLube™

Dealer Profit Center 
Offer A Valve Lubrication Service 
At Your Boat Yard  To Increase Revenue

Your Customers Benefit Too
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•   Lubricated valves work as designed
•   Lubrication inhibits corrosion and keeps the valve working properly
•   Valves stuck open or closed are a real safety problem
•   MareLube valve is a purpose designed lubricant for all valves

Heres’ The Math
Marelube Valve 4oz cost at dealer price so you can 
wholesale this as well. Enough to do 30 valves ($9.00 to your 
dealer) $0.30

Labor at your cost of $50/hour lubricated from the outside 
with a man inside cycling the valve @ 15 man minutes/valve 
$12.50

Yard Cost - $12.80 Yard charges, $20/valve. 
At 4 valves/boat your profit per boat is $28.80/boat

With 100 boats/year, you add $2880 to your bottom line. 
This is a simple way to increase value to the customer and to 
improve profitability. In addition you have the opportunity to 
check the existing valves and replace them if that is warranted.


